
 

Eleven-year-old Perry was born and raised by his mom 
at the Blue River Co-ed Correctional Facility in tiny 
Surprise, Nebraska. His mom is a resident on Cell Block 
C, and so far, Warden Daugherty has made it possible 
for them to be together. That is, until a new district 
attorney discovers the truth—and Perry is removed 
from the facility and forced into a foster home.  

When Perry moves to the “outside” world, he feels 
trapped. Desperate to be reunited with his mom, Perry 
goes on a quest for answers about her past crime.  As 
he gets closer to the truth, he will discover that love 
makes people resilient no matter where they come from 
. . . but can he find a way to tell everyone what home 
truly means? 

 

 

Cardinal rule #1 for surviving school: Don't get noticed by 
the mean kids.  

Cardinal rule #2 for surviving school: Seek out groups 
with similar interests and join them.  

On her first day at her new school, Penelope--Peppi--
Torres reminds herself of these basics. But when she 
trips into a quiet boy in the hall, Jaime Thompson, she’s 
already broken the first rule, and the mean kids start 
calling her the ”nerder girlfriend." How does she handle 
this crisis? By shoving poor Jaime and running away!  

Falling back on rule two and surrounding herself with 
new friends in the art club, Peppi still can't help 
feeling ashamed about the way she treated 
Jaime.  Things are already awkward enough between 
the two, but to make matters   

worse, he's a member of her own club's archrivals--the 
science club! And when the two clubs go to war, Peppi 
realizes that sometimes you have to break the rules to 
survive middle school! 

 



 

Eleven-year-old Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she 
has to switch lives every week: One week she’s Isabella 
with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and her son 
Darren living in a fancy house where they are one of the 
only black families in the neighborhood. The next week 
she’s Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in 
a small, not-so-fancy house that she loves.  

Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between 
two worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it 
seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always 
about HER. Isabella feels even more stuck in the 
middle, split and divided between them than ever.   

It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together 
again—until the worst happens. Isabella and Darren are 
stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a 
gun. And shots are fired. 

 

 

In twelve-year-old Taemon’s city, everyone has a power 
called psi — the ability to move and manipulate objects 
with their minds. When Taemon loses his psi in a 
traumatic accident, he is exiled to the powerless colony, 
where he is accepted unconditionally. But for all its 
openness, there are mysteries at the colony, too — 
dangerous secrets that would give unchecked power to 
psi wielders if discovered. When Taemon unwittingly leaks 
one of these secrets, will he have the courage to repair the 
damage — even if it means returning to the city and facing 
the very people who exiled him? 



 

It's 1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, 
has been separated into two countries: Pakistan and 
India. The divide has created much tension between 
Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are 
killed crossing borders.  

Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't 
know where she belongs, or what her country is 
anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay 
in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family 
become refugees and embark first by train but later on 
foot to reach her new home.  The journey is long, 
difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her mother as 
a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. 
But even if her country has been ripped apart, Nisha still 
believes in the possibility of putting herself 
back together. 

 

 

When Donovan Curtis pulls a major prank at his middle 
school, he thinks he’s finally gone too far. But thanks to 
a mix-up by one of the administrators, instead of getting 
in trouble, Donovan is sent to the Academy of Scholastic 
Distinction, a special program for gifted and talented 
students.  

Although it wasn't exactly what Donovan had intended, 
the ASD couldn't be a more perfectly unexpected 
hideout for someone like him. But as the students and 
teachers of ASD grow to realize that Donovan may not 
be good at math or science (or just about anything), he 
shows that his gifts may be exactly what the ASD 
students never knew they needed. 

 

 


